n SPECIAL REPORT Badger breeding behaviour

The love lives of badgers
USING GENETIC ANALYSES AND HUNDREDS OF HOURS OF VIDEO FOOTAGE, ECOLOGIST
HANNAH DUGDALE OF WILDCRU HAS BEEN EXAMINING SOME OF THE INTRICACIES OF
BADGER REPRODUCTION, AND THE WAY BREEDING BEHAVIOUR CHANGES WITH AGE.
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to see how the number of cubs
they produce varies according to
their age and sex. The rate at which
individuals age, a process known
as senescence, has important
implications for understanding
changes in animal populations.
Most species produce fewer babies
in their youth and old age than
in middle-age, so populations
of old animals are more likely to
shrink than those of middle-aged
individuals. Additionally, individuals
within a population may age at
different rates, according to factors
such as their sex or body condition.
Examining the factors associated
with ageing helps us understand
the underlying processes and their
The reproductive vigour of
male badgers declines more
rapidly than that of females
after they pass their peak.
Why this should be so is
unclear – the energetic cost
of competition for mates
appears not to be a factor.

effects on population dynamics.
We followed the lifetime
reproductive careers of 64
females and 90 males. Badgers
can reproduce from two years
of age, and our work showed
that productivity can increase
up to three to five years of age,
after which senescence occurs.
Intriguingly, females achieve peak
breeding performance at a younger
age than males, but then senesce
more slowly.
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Over 11 000 hours of video
footage was recorded in
Wytham Woods and stored in
a library of 960 videotapes.
The promiscuous pairings of
individual badgers observed
in the footage were then
compared with genetic
evidence showing that
mounting behaviour is a
completely unreliable means
of predicting the parentage
of resulting cubs.

LAURIE CAMPBELL

he ‘Dear old Badger’ of
Wind in the Willows fame
is an ideal candidate
for a study of mammal
behaviour and aging, being
moderately long-lived and relatively
abundant in this country. Granted,
a nocturnal, underground lifestyle
makes the species a little tricky to
study, but after 25 years of practice
here at WildCRU, we’ve developed
plenty of approaches that work.
PTES funded my work on
breeding behaviour and senescence
in badgers, which was supervised
by Professor David Macdonald. I
started by trying to work out which
individuals within a badger group
were breeding. This is difficult,
because while there may be as
many as 23 females of reproductive
age in a group, not all of them will
breed, and those that do may mate
with any male in the population. I
wondered whether it was possible
to work out who bred with whom
just by observing mounting
behaviour. I put together a team
of field assistants (Amy Griffiths
and Becky Dean, both funded by
PTES) and dedicated volunteers. At
the coldest point each winter, we
went into Wytham Woods to film
the nocturnal activities of badgers
in two neighbouring social groups.
The results were surprising: badgers
were extremely promiscuous –
almost all badgers within a group
were seen mounting, and usually
with more than one partner. To
correctly identify which mounting
badgers actually produced young,
I ran genetic parentage tests on all
the resulting cubs using the NERC
Biomolecular Analysis Facility at the
University of Sheffield. This revealed
that the number of times particular
badgers were seen mounting bore
no relationship to which individuals
within a group actually bred.
Interestingly though, fat males were
more likely to become fathers than
thin males.
My next approach used the longterm dataset of the Wytham Woods
Badger Project to follow individuals

Competitive stress?

A similar pattern is seen in red deer,
with stags senescing faster than
hinds, probably as a result of costly
competition for mates. It seemed
possible that similar stresses on
male badgers might be contributing
to the more rapid senescence we
observed. Our filming revealed,
however, that although males were
sometimes aggressive towards
other males from their group
that were mounting, they also
groomed them, suggesting that
they remained on good terms.
There is no sex-biased mortality in
our population and it is possible
for more than one male badger to
father the cubs within a single litter.
In short, there is little to suggest
that the cost of competition for
mates is unduly high for male
badgers. It seems likely that other
factors are contributing to the faster
rates of senescence in male versus
female badgers. Further research is
needed to help us understand this
intriguing sex-difference in ageing
in badgers.
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